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PMI: The Tough Sell

All enterprise-wide software deployments
are subject to user community criticism

and resistance, either due to political issues
or simple fear of change. Education and
high-level directives can usually address
user concerns, but resistance from within
the IT management and support organiza-
tions introduces a different level of "internal
selling." And with most enterprise-level
e-business and PKI-based applications,
that is where the impact is focused — at the
IT management level. In fact, leading PKI
vendors commonly boast that their products
are transparent to the user and require little,
if any, training. 

This month, I'll delve into aspects sur-
rounding acceptance of access control
applications; next month's column will
explore specific products and supported
PKI systems. 

AUTHENTICATION VS.
AUTHORIZATION

Previous columns have explored e-business
applications for authentication — the actual
process of logging into a system requiring a
username, password and a digital certificate.
In particular, the November 1999 issue of
Technical Support featured a Special
Report on using digital certificates in
heterogeneous networks composed of
Novell, NT and OS/390. Once logged in,
however, the native OS security mecha-
nisms typically determine a user's file and
directory permissions. 

The impact of an "authentication only"
system on IT management structure simply
consolidates user name and password man-
agement. When someone forgets a password
on a supported Single Sign-On platform,
they go to one resource for help. This leaves
existing system owners to manage their

platform's resource security controls using
native "business as usual" utilities. This
depicts step one of using certificate-based
e-business applications to streamline net-
work management.

The next step to consolidating network
administration will likely involve integrating
a centralized authorization or access control
solution. When using a PKI as the security
base, multi-platform access control applica-
tions have been referred to as a Permissions
Management Infrastructure, or PMI. The
main business benefits of PMI systems are
as follows:

1. Streamline access control management
across disparate OS platforms by reducing
the number of administrative points.

2. Create and enforce centralized security
policies across disparate OS platforms.

3. Define user/group profiles based on
job functions, rather than on each
individual platform.

4. Audit cross-platform resource usage
per user or profile type.

Note: Strategically, organizations should
evaluate and choose a vendor who offers
seamlessly integrated SSO, user management
and PMI modules as to avoid each application
having its own look and feel, and logically
disconnected management interface. 

The notion of centrally controlling "who
can access what resources" in a heteroge-
neous network can be a complex sell inside
IT support organizations, however. 

Upper management is naturally in favor
of a PMI because it promises to reduce
back-end administrative resource require-
ments, including streamlining help desk
efforts. However, system owners and
administrators tend to fight the notion for
several reasons. 

First, who better than the current system
owners know what applications require spe-
cific file and directory-level permissions in
order to be secure, yet productive. File and
directory security on Novell, NT, UNIX
and mainframe platforms are not trivial by
themselves, let alone consolidated into one
interface and tool. The question then arises
whether the new "meta" administrator must
be an expert in all consolidated OS/NOS
platforms — I'll address that later. Second,
most career network administrators have
gone through intensive training and certifi-
cation programs. UNIX, Novell and NT
certified engineers are a professionally
thriving breed, and some might perceive
PMI solutions as a trend that devalues their
certification investment. In addition, some
network administrators value having certain
controls and power over network resource
management, and handing that control over
to another group may threaten job security. 

A PMI deployment will only succeed with
IT management's cooperation and support.
The only way to get IT management to buy
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into a PMI solution is to address the
aforementioned issues head-on while
being supported by the highest level of
management possible. 

At the CIO and CEO level, the concept
has to be embraced that a PMI can streamline
network administration, reduce back-end
support requirements for specific platforms,
and centralize access control policies and
auditing. Middle IT management and network
administrators need to understand that a
solution that can save the company money
is a good thing, and that being a champion
for such is better received by executive
management than fighting it. This is not to
imply that all or even most network man-
agement roles and responsibilities will be
taken away from current administrators.
Keep in mind these key facts:

● You are not replacing existing user
applications or NOS/Server operating
system, therefore all of the communica-
tion services, file management, print
services, etc., remain in place.

● Any newly introduced PMI application
must run on a common OS where its
server and application modules will
require management themselves. This

results in "new" work requirements that
can be accommodated with a shift in
responsibilities.

● Many PMI solutions allow distributed
administration to support inevitable
micro-management of certain
politically isolated groups. This means
that multiple points of administration
can exist given their respective authority;
however, if you match the number of
administration points currently required,
then you miss one of the return on
investment (ROI) opportunities for PMI.

SUMMARY

According to several PMI product vendors,
a PMI solution can reduce network admin-
istration costs up to 30 percent. Many PMI
solutions utilize and work with meta-
directory solutions to accomplish full
functionality. So, if you are following this
series, you may want to refer to the last two
columns that talk specifically about meta-
directories to help tie together this and the
next column.

Next month, I'll examine PMI products
and explain how they interact with digital cer-
tificates and specific PKI systems. Your com-

ments and feedback are always appreciated.
Thanks for reading Technical Support.  
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